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Introduction
Crystal engineering, the prediction and synthesis of crystal structures by careful selection of reactants, solvents and conditions, has grown in popularity over the last decades.
Though many crystal structures obtained through crystal engineering have been published in the last years, a precise prediction of the self assembly processes is still difficult,
if not impossible. The self assembly can be controlled through the use of secondary building units (SBUs), coordination compounds that can be analyzed as an intermediate
of the reaction, and through a good understanding of the properties of the used organic linker molecules, the ligands. One example of crystal engineering is presented here.
The ditopic ligand 3-(4-pyridyl)-acetylacetone (HacacPy) was used to create two SBUs, for which further coordination was then attempted. 3-(4-pyridyl)-acetylacetone
features two coordination sites with distinct properties that allow a targeted coordination to certain metal cations. The soft pyridyl N can coordinate to equally soft metal
cations, in this case Zn(II), while the hard, chelating oxygen atoms of the acetylacetone can be coordinated to harder metal cations like Al(III) or Fe(III), after deprotonation.
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the synthetic procedures performed to obtain the target compound.

Figure 2: Schematic depiction of the performed reactions to obtain the target compound.

In principle, the framework may be synthesized via two routes, however product can only be obtained for one method. The chelating coordination of the oxygen site of
HacacPy requires a prior deprotonation. This is usually performed by adding an adequate amount of a mild base (e.g. NaHCO3) to the ligand solution before coordination.
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Table 1: Crystal data of MOF(Al,ZnI2)
.Empirical formula
C70H92Al2Cl4I6N6O8Zn3

Figure 3 (a-c): Depictions of the crystal structure of MOF(Al,ZnI2). a: Viewed
along the b-axis, showing the name giving ladder motive. b, c: Viewed along the
c-axis showing the tunnel motive containing the solvent molecules (tunnel motive
including solvent molecules, single polymer molecule extended along the c-axis.)
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The crystal structure was obtained on a Bruker APEX Diffractometer and solved
using SHELX. Refinement of the structure model was hampered by the large
amount of solvent molecules inside the framework, and remaining electron
density around the heavy atoms, especially iodine. 25 restrains were introduced
to refine most of the solvent molecules anisotropically while attaining a sensible
structural model.

Figure 4: Comparison of powder patterns of Fe-MOFs featuring
different solvents (yellow, pink, green in chlorobenzene; light
blue, red and black in dichloromethane). All powder patterns
show the same reflexes both concerning position and intensity.
Comparison to a simulated powder pattern from a single crystal
of FeZn1.5(acacPy)3I3 (dark blue) confirms the structure of all
measured samples. The shift between simulation and
experimental patterns can be attributed to the different
temperatures (SCXRD: 100 K, XRPD: ambient Temp.)
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Table 2: Comparison of unit cells of all obtained compounds.
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Conclusion
Through crystal engineering, we were able to create a set of previously unknown coordination compounds. The six obtained compounds are all isomorphous, crystallizing in
a one dimensional „ladder“ conformation. The isomorphism of the compounds was affirmed both by single crystal X-ray diffraction as well as powder X-ray diffraction. The
crystallization experiments were performed using two different solvents, DCM and chlorobenzene. Since the powder patterns of all compounds are identical, regardless of the
used solvents, we can assume that the incorporated solvents do not affect the coordination polymer, and can be exchanged without destroying the structure. While we only
investigated the crystallization from two different solvents, it seems reasonable that other solvents can be contained in the same crystal structure. While two principle
synthesis routes are reasonable and were attempted, only one of the routes yielded the product, showing once more the importance of clever crystal engineering.
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